5 th A n n u a l

Central Electronics Boat Anchor Event
July 22— 23, 2017

The family of the late Wes Schum, W9DYV
welcomes the Amateur Radio community to our 5th Annual
summer gathering in celebration of the contributions that
he and his company, Central Electronics, made to the hobby
during the early years of Single Sideband.
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This year, once again, the event will be held at his
estate which is now known as Storybrook Farm, in
the Eastern Tennessee community of Jonesborough.

Storybrook Farm
In the exhibit arena, owners and operators of radios dating from the late ‘40s to
the early ‘60s, both commercial and home brew, will be on hand to demonstrate
the most rare and unique examples of technology from those times. There will
be technical workshops (including the restoration of vintage equipment), discussions of the history of radio manufacturers and the people that made these radios.
Additionally there will be a special event station set up with QSL cards available.
Space permitting, operators in the exhibit area are welcome to offer some vintage
equipment for buy/sell/trade. For all those not invited to display equipment in the
exhibit area, entry fee will be $10.

CE/Collins Dream Station

The birthplace of
Central Electronics

Adjacent to the arena, a grassland of about 10 acres is available for a
free tailgate swapfest. Participants are informed by way of this paragraph that no services other than port-a-can(s) will be provided.
However, depending on significant attendance, a food truck on the
grounds or other arrangements may be possible.

Anyone wishing to participate as a demonstrator in the exhibit arena will require the prior invitation and
approval of Mr. Nick Tusa, K5EF. nick.tusa@tusaconsulting.com
To insure that all tailgaters have a place, and to enable planning, those wishing to tailgate are requested to
email Lynn Fisk, K5LYN. k5lyn@arrl.net

